
Le français en 10ième 
année!



• Become confident 
communicators in both 
spoken and written French!
•Explore the French Culture 
using authentic materials!  
•Discover themes like careers, 
preparing for interviews, 
improv, Just for Laughs and 
genocides
•Satisfies Group   1, 2 and 3 
Diploma Requirements

FSF 2DI-Gr. 10 French

● French Music
● DELF activities (to prepare 

you for DELF in Gr.12- if 
you so choose)

● Food days (langues de 
chat, crêpes, mousse au 
chocolat, etc.)

● Field trips (Théâtre 
Français de Toronto)



Toronto Trip- Théâtre français & lunch at Midi Bistro



Cooking Days!
In this course we have fun integrating food as a way to explore French 

culture! 



Expand your vocabulary and understanding of these themes in French...
Careers: In this unit we look at 
your personality type/interests 
and what careers may 
compliment those strengths. We 
also prepare for a professional 
interview in French.

Comedy: In this unit we 
look as the world of Just 
for Laughs (originated in 
Quebec), comedians and 
improvisation. We have lots 
of fun getting more 
comfortable thinking on 
the spot in French and 
including drama in our 
classroom!

Genocides: We end with this 
unit as we have built on our 
language abilities throughout 
the course and are able to dive 
into a more complicated topic. 
Genocides such as the 
Holocaust, Armenian, 
Cambodien and Rwandan are 
studied as well as current 
events relating to genocides.



Preparing for the DELF

In Grade 12 Students are able to take the DELF which assess their language 
abilities in: understanding of written French, production or written French, 
understanding of spoken French and production of spoken French. This is a 
WORLD recognized test that could be used abroad as well as in Canada to 
help with job or educational opportunities. 

Taking French from Grade 9-12 will give you the steps to prepare for this 
test over the course of your 4 years with us. We integrate all four 
components of French language and work to strengthen and improve your 
abilities throughout your 4 years with us! 



Exchanges!!
Meet new people! Explore new cultures! Taste the flavours of another country! Participate in 
new activities! See historical sites! Improve your spoken French! Taking French opens up a 

world of opportunities abroad! In Grade 11 and 12 you have the opportunity to do the 
Explore program in the summer within Canada or the CEEF program overseas! There are 

also many exchanges you can participate in after High School if you are looking to 
continue improving your language abilities. 



       FSF 2DW—Pre-AP French

• In the AP course students 
have the ability to further 
challenge themselves by 
looking at the 6 themes 
shown on this slide as well as 
the famous French novel le 
Petit Prince 

• Students who have taken the 
FSF 1DW course or those 
nominated by their FSF 1DI 
teachers should select FSF 
2DI to be considered for FSF 
2DW


